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Background

Savannah, Georgia, was established in 1733 by a group of English 
settlers led by James Oglethorpe.  It was the first city in the 
13th colony, and was one of the first planned cities.  The colony 
offered a new start for the working poor and helped expand trade.  
By 1766, approximately 18,000 people lived in Savannah, which 
had grown into a thriving community, with an economy built 
around exporting rice.  By the early-1800s, Savannah had become 
a key cotton exporter.  The resulting wealth led to a proliferation 
of elegant homes in the city.  Since Savannah was largely spared 
during the Civil War, many of these homes and other antebellum 
structures remain intact today. 

Savannah is laid out in a grid, with wide streets and public 
squares that feature towering live oaks festooned with Spanish 
Moss.  These squares make up a majority of the Historic District, 
built on Yamacraw Bluff, overlooking the Savannah River.  The 
topography of the Historic District is flat and easily traveled 
by foot, bike or car.  The DOT Shuttle provides transportation 
between various hotels, the Visitor Information Center, and 
many historic sites and local restaurants in the Historic District.  
River Street, which lies below the bluff and is home to myriad 
shops and restaurants along the Savannah River, can be accessed 
by steep stairways or a public elevator. 

Known for its beauty, charm, cuisine, film locations, and ghosts, 
a visit to Savannah is sure to be memorable.  The following is a 
sampling of the many things to do and places to eat in Savannah. 
 

Things to Do (Most Located in the Historic District)

River Street – River Street runs parallel to the Savannah River 
and is home to a variety of shops, bars, restaurants, and hotels.  
Perfect for shopping, window shopping, or people watching as 
you stroll along its cobblestones, River Street is also rumored 
to be one of the most haunted areas in Savannah.  https://
www.visitsavannah.com/the-ultimate-guide-to-exploring-
savannahs-river-street 

City Market – Located near 
the First African Baptist 
Church, City Market hosts art 
galleries, shops, restaurants, 
and local music.  It’s also the 
starting point for many of 
Savannah’s trolley and carriage 
tours.  http://www.savannahcitymarket.com/ 

Forsyth Park – At the opposite 
end of the Historic District 
from River Street, Forsyth 
Park is known for its live oaks, 
pedestrian/jogger-friendly 
sidewalks, and its fountain.  It is 
also home to two memorials, a 
Fragrant Garden for the Blind, 

play areas, and a Saturday morning farmers’ market.  https://
www.visitsavannah.com/list/5-fun-facts-about-the-forsyth-
park-fountain 

The Telfair Academy of Arts and Sciences – The oldest public 
art museum in the South, the Telfair Academy is the first art 
museum in America founded by a woman.  Formerly the Telfair 
family mansion, the museum opened its doors to the public 
in 1886.  https://www.visitsavannah.com/profile/telfair-
academy/4751 

Cathedral of St. John the Baptist – 
Located at 222 E. Harris Street, the 
Cathedral of St. John the Baptist is 
said to be one of the largest Roman 
Catholic Cathedrals in the South.  http://
savannahcathedral.org/ 

Savannah, GA – 
Location of the 2018 Legal Education Conference

By:  Gwin Hall
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First African Baptist Church – 
Located at 23 Montgomery St., 
the First African Baptist Church 
was established in 1788.  The 
church is said to be the oldest 
continuous Black Church in 
North America.  http://www.
firstafricanbc.com/ 

Temple Mickve Israel – 
Located at 20 E. Gordon St., 
Savannah’s Temple Mickve 
Israel dates back to 1733, 
shortly after the founding of 
Savannah.  The congregation 
started with 42 individuals and is now home to over 350 member 
families.  http://www.mickveisrael.org

Birthplace of Juliette Gordon Low – Located at 10 E. 
Oglethorpe Ave., the Birthplace of Juliette Gordon Low, 
founder of the Girl Scouts, was Savannah’s first Registered 
National Historic Landmark.  The house is now owned 
and operated by the Girl Scouts of the USA.  http://www.
juliettegordonlowbirthplace.org/ 

Tours – Whether you’re into ghosts, history, architecture, film, 
or food, and whether you prefer walking, riding in a carriage, or 
taking a trolley, Savannah has a tour for you.  http://www.visit-
historic-savannah.com/savannah-tours.html 

Savannah Bananas – The Minor League baseball team Savannah 
Bananas plays in Historic Grayson Stadium, located at 1401 E. 
Victory Drive.  The Bananas are a member of the Coastal Plain 
League.  www.thesavannahbananas.com 

Tybee Island – Just 15 
miles from Savannah’s 
Historic District, Tybee 
Island is often referred to as 
“Savannah’s Beach.”  With 
its lighthouse, pier, and 
wide beaches, a trip to laid 
back Tybee Island makes for 
a nice escape.  https://visittybee.com/ 

Places to Eat (Located in the Historic District)

The Olde Pink House – 
Located at 23 Abercorn 
St., the Olde Pink House 
was built in 1771 for James 
Habersham, Jr., an early 
cotton factor.  Now known 
for its Lowcountry food, the 
Olde Pink House is home to 

one of Savannah’s most popular restaurants and an elegant piano 
bar.  http://places.singleplatform.com/the-olde-pink-house-
restaurant/menu?ref=google 

The Pirate’s House – Located at 20 E. Broad St., the Pirate’s 
House was established in 1754 as an inn for seafarers.  A popular 
spot among pirates, it was mentioned in Treasure Island.  Now 
operating as a restaurant with 15 separate dining rooms, the 
Pirate’s House offers an extensive menu.  For more information, 
see http://www.thepirateshouse.com/. 

The Grey – Housed in 
a restored 1938 art deco 
Greyhound Bus Terminal, 
The Grey was named 
“Eater’s Restaurant of the 
Year” in 2017.  http://
thegreyrestaurant.com/ 

Lady & Sons – Paula 
Deen’s famed restaurant 
Lady & Sons is located 
at 102 W. Congress St. 
Known for its Southern 
cuisine, it is located a few 
short blocks from the Hyatt 
in the Historic District.  
http://www.ladyandsons.
com/ 

Garibaldi – Located near City Market, Garibaldi boasts 
a menu that will please even the pickiest of eaters.  http://
garibaldisavannah.com/ 

Savannah, GA – Location of the 2018 Legal Education Conference (continued)
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Leopold’s – There’s no better way to cool off on a hot Savannah 
day than getting ice cream at Leopold’s.  In addition to its award-
winning ice cream, Leopold’s also serves soups, sandwiches, 
salads, and baked goods.  https://www.leopoldsicecream.com/

Vinnie Van Go Go’s – For NY style pizza, head to Vinnie Van 
Go Go’s in City Market.  If you don’t feel like making the short 
trip to the pizzeria, this cash-only pizzeria will deliver pizza to 
you in the Historic District by bike.  Cash only.  http://www.
vinnievangogo.com/ 

Moon River – For more 
casual fare, check out Moon 
River Brewery on Bay St.  It 
boasts its own brew, pub fare, 
a beer garden, and its own 
ghosts.  https://wordpress.
moonriverbrewing.com/ 

Churchill’s – For rooftop 
dining, visit Churchill’s Gastro 
Pub and Taphouse.  Located 
on Bay Street, Churchill’s is 
directly across from the Hyatt.  
http://www.thebritishpub.
com/ 

Among many delectable choices for river-front dining, check out 
Vic’s on the River http://www.vicsontheriver.com/, Huey’s on 
the River http://www.hueysontheriver.net/, or the River House 
https://www.savannahriverhouse.com/, where you can indulge 
in its famous Chatham Artillery Punch. 

Additional sources:  www.visitsavannah.com and www.
savannahchamber.com 

Gwin Hall is a Senior Associate General Counsel for the Georgia 
Municipal Employees’ Benefit System.

Savannah, GA – Location of the 2018 Legal Education Conference (continued)
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The IRS has not yet issued regulations under section 414(d) of 
the IRC to further define what it means to be “governmental.”  
Yet it has been over six years since it issued the Advanced Notice 
of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM), titled “Determination of 
Governmental Plan Status.”  The only limited guidance has come 
in the form of Treasury Notice 2015-7, titled “Relief for Certain 
Participants in § 414(d) Governmental Plans,” concerning the 
participation of charter schools in governmental plans.  The IRS 
recognizes this is a complex issue and has 
been seemingly cautious to act; however, 
this is an important issue that looms on the 
horizon.

Bankruptcy courts have likewise been 
grappling with the complexities of what it 
means for an entity to be governmental, 
addressing it in the context of deciding 
whether an entity is non-governmental (or 
governmental), and therefore, permitted 
to file bankruptcy (or barred from filing 
bankruptcy, leaving the issue to local 
government).  This is precisely what 
happened in a recently decided case that 
adds to the still sparse, but growing, body of 
bankruptcy court decisions that sometimes, 
although not in this case, reference prior IRS 
rulings on the topic of being qualified to 
establish and maintain a governmental plan.

In In re Lombard Public Facilities Corporation, Case No. 17 B 
22517, the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Northern 
District of Illinois was given the task of deciding whether the 
Debtor was a “governmental unit” under the Bankruptcy Code.  
The Lord Abbett Municipal Income Fund and the United 
States Trustee had moved to dismiss the case on the basis that 
the Debtor was governmental, and therefore, not eligible for 
bankruptcy relief.

The Debtor was created by the Village of Lombard to finance, 
own and operate a hotel and convention center. It was funded 
through several bond offerings.  It had no employees, and the 
property was managed by Westin.  Key to the court’s analysis was 
that Debtor “was organized to strengthen the Village’s economic 
base, not to provide essential governmental services, such as 
police, fire and health care services,” and the Debtor was not 
publicly funded.  The court concluded, based in part on prior 
rulings of the Illinois Department of Revenue and an Illinois 
Appellate Court, that the Debtor did not carry out governmental 

functions.  Rather, it was a commercial enterprise that competed 
with others in the hotel and convention center industry.  Thus, 
under the Bankruptcy Code and the scant body of bankruptcy 
case law, the court determined it was not a “governmental unit,” 
and therefore, it was not excluded from seeking bankruptcy relief.

As the number of quasi-governmental entities has proliferated—
entities that might not neatly fit into the traditional 

understanding of what it means to be 
governmental—and given concerns about 
pension funding issues, the question of 
“governmentalness” may arise with more 
frequency.  Forthcoming action by the 
IRS, presuming it comes to fruition, will 
also bring this issue to the forefront.  In 
the meantime, court decisions continue 
to be a vehicle by which the boundaries of 
what it means to be governmental are being 
explored.

This publication is intended for general 
informational purposes only and does not 
and is not intended to constitute legal 
advice.  The reader should consult with legal 
counsel to determine how laws or decisions 
discussed herein apply to the reader’s specific 
circumstance.

Tyson Crist is a Partner in Ice Miller’s Bankruptcy & Financial 
Restructuring Group. 

What It Means To Be “Governmental”

By:  Tyson Crist
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Comprehensive insurance coverage is a necessary risk 
management tool for any government agency.  In this article, the 
first of a series focused on different areas of insurance, we will 
introduce three key areas of insurance coverage that are absolutely 
vital for consideration by any public pension system:  two related 
to the system’s own insurance coverage—cyber liability insurance 
and fiduciary liability insurance—and one related to insurance 
provisions in investment contracts. 

Cyber Insurance

With the proliferation of data breaches in 
the news, cybersecurity is a hot topic for 
every public pension system.  The list of 
companies and public agencies breached is 
extensive:  Target, Equifax, Yahoo, and the 
Securities and Exchange Commission, to 
name a few.  There are steps your system 
can take to mitigate cyber risk and improve 
your defenses, but cyber criminals are 
becoming increasingly sophisticated and, 
for this reason, it is important to have 
insurance in place in the unfortunate 
situation a breach occurs. 

It is important to understand that 
traditional insurance policies are unlikely 
to provide you with coverage for data breaches.  There are a few 
older cases where courts have found coverage for breach-related 
events under commercial general liability, professional liability, 
or property insurance policies.  However, those cases have 
unique facts, and should provide little comfort because that is an 
increasingly rare result.  Moreover, savvy insurance companies 
have created separate cyber liability policies to cover data breach 
incidents while including exclusions for cyber claims in other 
policies.  If a system is considering the purchase of a cyber policy, 
there are a few important things to keep in mind. 

First, cyber insurance policies are specialty products that can 
vary significantly.  Thus, it is important to understand the two 
types of available coverage under these policies.  There is first 
party coverage for expenses a system will have to bear directly 
such as the retention of experts to contain and repair the breach, 
attorneys to help with regulatory or privacy issues, and public 
relations experts to perform damage control.  This will also 
include the cost of notifying your members, and payment made 
in the event of a ransomware attack (increasingly important in 
light of the worldwide, systemic attacks that have been launched).  

Finally, it may include business interruption coverage for revenue 
lost during the time the system is shut down. 

There is also third-party coverage for expenses related to claims 
brought by third parties such as the legal fees to defend an action 
resulting from a data breach, or fines and penalties imposed by 
regulators for the dissemination of private information.  Here, it 
is vital to understand the policy you are purchasing because the 
response costs can easily climb into the millions, and failing to 
obtain the right coverage under a cyber policy can result in a very 
expensive lesson. 

Second, it is critical to determine if the 
amount of coverage is sufficient.  Ask 
important questions—how many members 
will you need to notify in the event of a 
breach?  Will you need to notify other third 
parties whose data may be compromised?  
Can your internal IT staff handle the 
breach, or will you need to outsource 
that role?  Do you need PR help?  A 
$500,000 limit may be plenty to cover a 
slip and fall case, but the same coverage 
may fall drastically short in the event of 
a data breach.  These insurance policies 
will contain sublimits for each type of 
coverage—for example, a $50,000 cap to 

investigate and repair a breach.  Are those sublimits sufficient?  
In-house counsel must pay careful attention to what the company 
is purchasing. 

Third, exercise caution when completing a cyber insurance 
application.  It may be worthwhile to consult coverage counsel, 
even at this initial stage, to ensure that the insurer will not 
attempt to deny coverage on the basis that the policyholder 
misrepresented or omitted critical information in the application.  
Some applications can be 10 pages long or more, and contain 
questions on subjects ranging from Network Security to 
Information Security to Website and Content Information.  
Others are shorter and will request only very basic information.  
Regardless, you will be required to provide accurate information 
about your system’s security.  If a data breach occurs, the insurer 
will review the application closely to verify that the stated security 
measures were in fact in place when the breach occurred, and, if 
not, that will provide a basis for denial of any claim.  Be careful!

Fourth, expect the unexpected.  These are new products, and 
insurance companies are still obtaining actuarial data and 

Catching Up On Insurance

By:  Jim Vorhis, Yuliya Oryol, and Natasha Saggar Sheth
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learning the claims landscape.  Don’t be surprised if today’s 
insurance policy and pricing have changed significantly when it is 
time to renew a policy next year. 

Finally, if the system has preferred consultants or vendors to help 
respond to data breaches, it would be best to identify them for 
pre-approval during the application process.  If you have someone 
you want to work with, it should not be raised with the insurer 
for the first time after the emergency hits.

Fiduciary Liability Insurance

Those in the public pension world likely 
understand that those in decision-making 
positions for public pension systems—
trustees, administrators, investment staff—
operate in a fiduciary capacity to their 
beneficiaries, and may be liable for any breach 
of their common law or statutorily-imposed 
duties.  Even though state statutes provide 
some defense and indemnity protection for 
public employees in many circumstances, 
the pension system should also consider 
coordinating and supplementing these 
protections with additional insurance.   
Fiduciaries should be careful to pay for non-
recourse liability insurance where applicable 
to ensure their personal assets cannot be 
reached.  Fiduciaries can also be held liable for 
the acts, errors, and omissions of their third-
party agents that provide the system with various services—such 
as actuaries, accounting firms, investment consultants and money 
managers.  With so much financial exposure at risk, many agencies 
opt for fiduciary liability insurance to protect the fund, its Board, 
Trustees, Administrators and investment staff, against legal liability 
for breaches of fiduciary duty or administrative errors, and to cover 
the cost of defending such claims. 

Unlike cyber policies, these fiduciary policies have been around 
for some time.  And because of that, the policy forms that you 
will see from different insurers are very similar.  However, there 
are some key questions you can ask to make sure that you get the 
most out of the insurance policy. 

What is a “claim?”  There are certain events that are indisputably 
considered claims under fiduciary policies—a lawsuit, for example.  
But what if a beneficiary asks for reconsideration of a particular 
benefit interpretation without demanding payment?  What if that 
beneficiary demands to mediate the issue?  Policies can be expanded 

to cover a variety of different scenarios, although it will likely cost an 
additional premium to obtain a broader definition of a claim.

How can you maximize the policy in regard to the deductible 
and use of outside counsel?  Most people should be familiar with 
the concept of retention or deductible—it is the amount you 
spend before the insurance will start providing coverage.  These 
policies often have high limits because they are designed to cover 
catastrophic events (i.e., huge lawsuits resulting from underfunded 
systems), and have large retention figures as a result.  But a good 
claims history may indicate that a lower retention is appropriate.  It 

doesn’t hurt to ask.  Finally, this is a highly-
specialized area, and public pension systems 
should be able to request pre-approval of, 
and utilize attorneys with expertise and 
higher rates instead of panel counsel. 

Will you have coverage for lawsuits that 
arise from decisions that happened well in 
the past?  Because of the nature of pension 
systems, they often end up as defendants 
in lawsuits from decisions made years 
or even decades ago.  In-house counsel 
needs to be diligent about negotiating a 
“retroactive date” as far back as possible.  A 
retroactive date is one that will bar coverage 
for claims that arise from facts that predate 
it.  If you received a lawsuit today about a 
benefits decision that occurred in 2007, for 
example, and the retroactive date is 2010, 

there is no coverage because of the presence of a retroactive date.  
It isn’t quite that simplistic, but the takeaway is that your system 
needs to understand this issue.  It is easy and cheap to negotiate a 
better date in the policy. 

And if you don’t have a stand-alone fiduciary liability insurance 
policy, be sure that another insurance policy provides at least some 
coverage for breach of fiduciary claims.  For example, employee 
benefits liability insurance may provide protection for claims related 
to errors or omissions in the administration of the retirement benefit 
system.  However, it generally excludes other areas of fiduciary 
responsibility, such as claims alleging imprudent investment of funds.  
Additionally, employee benefits liability insurance typically will not 
cover trustees and will not protect personal assets. 

Key Insurance Provisions in Investment Contracts

Understanding the insurance provisions of an investment agreement 
is critical because insurance offers another line of protection when 

Cathching Up On Insurance (continued)
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things do not go as anticipated.  However, it is easy to overlook these 
provisions when they are just one provision in a much larger contract 
about a different topic. 

Whether your system is negotiating the 
terms of an investment management 
agreement (“IMA”) or a side letter for 
a fund investment, it is critical that the 
manager procure and maintain insurance 
during the term of the investment 
relationship.  With respect to a separate 
account, which is basically an agency 
contract, the IMA should generally provide 
for at least the following:  (i) commercial 
general liability coverage; (ii) workers’ 
compensation coverage; (iii) errors and 
omissions coverage; (iv) directors and 
officers coverage; (v) crime coverage/fidelity 
bond which should include employees’ dishonesty coverage; and 
(vi) cyber coverage. 

Furthermore, it is wise to require that the manager carry umbrella 
coverage.  The amount of coverage for each policy varies depending 
on various factors so it’s best to start the discussions regarding 
insurance during the due diligence phase and request copies of 
insurance certificates as evidence of the type of, and amount of, 
coverage.  The manager’s liability policies should be primary to, 
and not contributory with, any insurance carried by the system, 
whose insurance will be considered excess insurance only.  Also, the 
manager should grant the system a waiver of any right to subrogation 
which any of the manager’s insurers may acquire against the system 
by virtue of the payment of any loss under such insurance.  The 
manager should add the system as an additional insured. 

With respect to alternative investments, fund documents 
generally do not address the type of insurance coverage that 
the fund or manager will carry during the term of the fund.  
Although insurance is a fund expense, many fund managers still 
push back on carrying sufficient insurance.  If the fund does not 
have adequate coverage, the indemnification provisions included 
in the majority of fund documents will require the fund’s 
investors to cover the cost and expense of any related litigation 
and damages, which will eat away at the fund’s returns. 

If insurance is not adequately addressed in the fund documents, 
we recommend including an insurance provision in the side letter.  
In our view, it is insufficient to include a side letter provision that 
generally grants the manager full discretion to use reasonable efforts 
to procure some form of insurance coverage.  If possible, and we 
realize that it’s not always the case with certain in-demand private 

equity or venture funds, try to include an insurance provision 
that specifically states the type of coverage and the amount that 

the fund will carry during its term.  We 
recommend ensuring that the fund carries 
similar coverage noted above for IMAs.  In 
addition, if your system intends to take a 
limited partnership advisory committee 
(LPAC) seat, it is imperative that you 
ensure that the fund carries directors and 
officers insurance that will cover its LPAC 
members.  The limits of coverage will 
depend on a number of factors such as the 
size of the fund, the sponsor, the asset class, 
whether the fund is organized on-shore or 
off-shore, and whether the fund is managed 
by an established or emerging manager.  If 
the manager refuses to include a specific 
insurance provision in the side letter, 

we recommend that you remind the manager that insurance is 
ultimately a fund expense paid by the investors, not the manager, 
and at the very least get copies of the insurance certificates for your 
records.  Also, be sure that you can ask for proof of insurance in the 
future during the term of your system’s investment in the fund. 

If more public investors push for comprehensive insurance 
coverage from their manager, it will become market practice and 
a common condition of investment by public pension systems in 
order to protect returns for their members.

Conclusion

A robust insurance portfolio is an important tool for agencies to 
protect against liability in the event of third-party claims and to 
protect a system’s assets and returns in its investments.

With any insurance, don’t assume that you have the coverage you 
need simply because of the title of the policy.  It’s important to 
read and understand your policies to ensure you are not left with 
significant gaps in coverage.  On the front end, when looking to 
purchase a policy, be sure to consider what your needs are as a system 
and don’t be afraid to negotiate specific terms with your insurer to 
meet your specific needs.  You’ll be glad that you did when the time 
comes to use that insurance.  Finally, exercise diligence in negotiating 
the insurance provisions in your investment contracts; you will be 
glad you built in an extra layer of protection.

Jim Vorhis is a Partner with Nossaman LLP.

Yuliya Oryol is a Partner with Nossaman LLP.

Natasha Saggar Sheth is an Attorney with Nossaman LLP.
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Historical Background

By now most of the NAPPA community has heard the story of 
New York University’s (NYU) famous feeder corporation (no 
pun intended) in the 1940s called C.F. Mueller Co., which was 
then the largest producer of macaroni in the nation.  The NYU-
Mueller relationship has been credited by many, including the tax 
staff of the U.S. House of Representatives’ Committee on Ways 
and Means, to be the impetus behind enactment of the unrelated 
business income tax (UBIT) in the Revenue Act of 1950. 

Mueller was not NYU’s only commercial venture and NYU was 
not alone among educational institutions or 
other tax-exempt organizations in running 
what were essentially private businesses, 
including some major real estate ventures, 
with all profits from those businesses being 
sent to the charitable institution to further 
its exempt purpose.  All of this commercial 
activity by tax-exempt organizations and 
the charges by their for-profit competitors 
of unfair competition caught the eye of 
news outlets, including the New York 
Times, the Internal Revenue Service, which 
failed in the courts in its attempts to tax the 
monies from these commercial ventures,1 
and the U.S. Congress.2 

With an eye toward leveling what they 
believed had become an un-level playing 
field, Congress and President Harry Truman enacted the UBIT 
provision.  The rationale for UBIT was that absent such a 
provision charitable organizations, when they entered into 
commercial activities, would enjoy a tax-fueled advantage over 
their taxable competitors.  Current Treasury regulations are 
consistent on this rationale:  “The primary objective of adoption 
of the unrelated business income tax was to eliminate a source 
of unfair competition by placing the unrelated business activities 
of certain exempt organizations upon the same tax basis as the 
nonexempt business endeavors with which they compete.”3  It is 
also argued that UBIT is necessary to guard against the erosion of 
the federal tax base. 

After further amendments to the UBIT statute, including the 
addition of specific statutory language to cover state colleges 
and universities,4 the design of the law was settled and most 
practitioners were confident and remain so that state and local 

governmental pension plans are not subject to UBIT.  They use a 
combination of arguments to explain their rationale.

First, state and local governmental plans are not subject to UBIT 
because of the legal doctrine of intergovernmental tax immunity, 
which is also embodied in statute in the federal tax code.5  The 
specific statutory language states that, “Gross income does not 
include – (1) Income derived from…the exercise of any essential 
governmental function and accruing to a State or any political 
subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia; or (2) Income 
accruing to the government of any possession of the United 
States, or any political subdivision thereof.”

The second argument is based on an IRS 
News Release (IR-1869), which was posted 
on August 10, 1977.  The question posed 
to the IRS was whether trusts related to 
governmental plans are subject to income 
tax.  The answer provided by the IRS was 
that, “Under consideration is whether 
the trust relating to such 401(a) plans are 
subject to tax on their income.  Pending 
completion of the review, the IRS will 
resolve these issues in favor of the taxpayer 
or governmental unit.”  Then again in 1997 
the IRS stated in a letter to the Florida 
Retirement System that, “the taxpayer or 
governmental unit may continue to rely on 
IR-1869 with respect to unrelated business 
income tax related to a governmental plan.” 

Recent Congressional Interest

A proposal to apply UBIT to certain investment income of state 
and local governmental pension plans was included in H.R. 1, tax 
reform legislation introduced in 2014 by then-Ways and Means 
Committee Chairman Dave Camp (R-MI).6  The provision was 
described as a “clarification” of current statutory tax law.  This 
assertion was maintained in the description of the 2017 version 
of the UBIT proposal. 

The clarification argument is based on the interpretation that 
tax code section 511(a)(2)(A) states that organizations described 
in section 401(a) are subject to the UBIT tax and should be 
covered today but for the inappropriate imposition of section 
115 (essential governmental function) as a shield to taxation.  
The language of the House-Senate conference committee on H.R. 1 
(115th Congress)7 in 2017 described the House provision as follows:

I’ll Take the Macaroni, But Hold the UBIT, Please

By:  Tony Roda
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The provision clarifies that an organization does not fail 
to be subject to tax on its unrelated business income as an 
organization exempt from tax under section 501(a) solely 
because the organization also is exempt, or excludes amounts 
from gross income, by reason of another provision of the 
Code.  For example, if an organization is described in section 
401(a) (and thus is exempt from tax under section 501(a)) 
and its income also is described in section 115 (relating to 
the exclusion from gross income of certain income derived 
from the exercise of an essential governmental function), its 
status under section 115 does not cause it to be exempt from 
tax on its unrelated business income.  

The clarification language was a dagger through the heart of the 
statutory-based, intergovernmental tax immunity argument.  If 
enacted, it also would have undercut the second argument, which 
is based on the IRS’s on-going review of 
current statutory law.  Of course, in speaking 
to some litigators in our community, the 
enactment of the UBIT provision would 
have almost certainly led to a test case 
in the courts based on the ability under 
the U.S. Constitution for one sovereign 
to tax another sovereign on its essential 
governmental functions.  For the moment 
that judicial contest has been put aside.

Revenue Analysis 

One major difference between 2014 and 
2017 was the revenue analysis prepared by 
Congress’s Joint Committee on Taxation 
(JCT), which is the official arbiter of the 
revenue impact of statutory changes to the 
tax code. In 2014, JCT estimated that the 
UBIT provision would raise $100 million in new revenue over 
10 years.  In contrast, the 2017 JCT score estimated that the 
identical UBIT provision would raise $1.1 billion over 10 years.  
This immediately made it a much more attractive provision for 
House tax writers, who were trying to live within an aggregate 
revenue loss of $1.5 trillion over 10 years.  One billion in the 
positive column was, if not too significant, at least something. 

There have been no meetings to my knowledge between our 
community and the JCT to discuss the methodology underlying 
the revenue analysis and what new data or assumptions led to 
the over 100 percent increase from 2014 to 2017.  This question 
is something of a dual-edged sword.  For instance, if public 
plans dig deeply into their portfolios and determine with some 

precision the annual amount of investment income that would 
be subject to UBIT, those amounts on a national basis could 
show even the most recent $1.1 billion score to be low.  The 
answer to the question right now is that we just don’t know how 
much investment income would be subject to UBIT on a plan-
by-plan basis and that it would take a considerable amount of 
administrative cost to make such a determination. 

UBIT’s Reach

While section 512(a)(3) of the tax code might otherwise appear 
to subject all gross income of an exempt organization to UBIT, 
section 512(b) provides specific exclusions for most types of 
passive investment income, unless the income is debt-financed.  
Dividends, interest, royalties, capital gains, and most rents from 
real property are excluded. 

For pass-through entities—partnerships 
and LLCs—the characterization of 
income is made at the entity level and 
passes through to the investor (e.g., the 
limited partner) on its allocable share of 
the income.  The investments most typical 
of a public pension fund that would 
generate UBIT-covered income are hedge 
funds, private equity, limited partnerships 
and certain other flow-through entities 
(partnerships/LLCs) that hold operating 
assets or have incurred debt-financing.  
Debt-financing engaged in by a fund to 
acquire investment assets is a key factor 
because income-producing assets that 
would generally not produce UBIT-
covered income (e.g., a stock portfolio) will 
generally be covered by UBIT to the extent 

the property’s acquisition was financed by borrowing.  Thus, 
limited partnerships that own debt-financed property, which is 
commonly referred to as acquisition indebtedness, or situations 
where the limited partner borrows to fund its investment, will 
generally be covered, although there is an exception in section 
514(c)(9) for most debt-financed real property investments.8 

The Effort to Stop the UBIT Tax

Inclusion of the UBIT provision in the 2017 version of H.R. 
1 kicked off a frenzied six-week period in which state and local 
governmental pension plans from around the country emailed, 
telephoned and met directly with key staff and members of the 
House Ways and Means Committee, Senate Finance Committee 

I’ll Take the Macaroni, But Hold the UBIT, Please (continued)
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and House and Senate Leadership.  The three national groups—
National Conference on Public Employee Retirement Systems, 
National Association of State Retirement Administrators and 
National Council on Teacher Retirement—coordinated strategies 
and tactics through emails and phone calls every day.

The House moved with such speed that it was 
not possible to modify or remove the UBIT 
provision.  The legislation was introduced on 
November 2 and approved by the Ways and 
Means Committee just 11 days later; the full 
House approved the Committee-reported bill 
without a single amendment only three days 
after that.  Moreover, we were fighting a steep 
uphill battle because the Ways and Means 
Committee’s tax staff firmly believes that the 
provision is a simple clarification of existing 
law and that UBIT should be applied to state 
and local pension plans. 

In the Senate the focus shifted to keeping the provision out of 
its version of the bill.  This effort proved successful. That set up a 
House-Senate conference committee.  The UBIT provision could 
have emerged from the conference in one of three ways:  (1) the 
original House provision; (2) the House provision modified to 
provide a so-called soft landing (e.g., grandfathering existing 
investments, delaying the effective date and/or applying UBIT to 
only a very narrow set of investments); or (3) no provision. 

In the final days the national groups and individual pension 
funds again contacted all of the key Congressional offices.  The 
message was consistent.  Our position was option three. Keep 
the UBIT provision entirely out of the final bill.  On Friday, 
December 15, the conference report was released and the public 
pension community was relieved to see that the UBIT provision 
was not included in the final tax reform legislation, which is now 
Public Law 115-97.

This remarkable victory was made possible only because of the 
coordination of the national groups and the timely contacts 
made by representatives of state and local plans to key members 
of Congress.  Geography played an important role and some 
key Congressional offices, including Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI), 
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Kevin Brady (R-
TX) and Senate Finance Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch (R-
UT), were visited in person by their public pension plans. It was 
a real team effort and one from which we should learn lessons 
and replicate when serious challenges to public plans present 
themselves at the federal level.

Given the view held by the tax staff of the Ways and Means 
Committee, UBIT could reappear during debate on future tax 
legislation.  This year Congress may take action on Senator Hatch’s 
Retirement Enhancement and Savings Act.  This bill is aimed at 
private sector, defined contribution plans, but could carry with it 
other pension-related legislation.  In addition, Congress recently 

established a Joint Select Committee on Multi-
employer Pension Plans.  The Joint Committee 
is required to report its recommendations to 
the House and Senate by November 30, 2018.  
Again, while not aimed at public pension plans, 
the legislation that ultimately emerges from this 
Committee could include other pension-related 
items.  In fact, I was warned recently by one 
House tax staffer to pay attention to the multi-
employer committee.

The NAPPA list serve was a great tool in my 
efforts to alert state and local governmental 
pension plans to the seriousness of the UBIT 

provision.  Please be assured that as future events warrant I will 
continue to keep our community apprised of these types of issues, 
whether positive or negative. 
 
Tony Roda is a Partner at the Washington, D.C. law and lobbying 
firm Williams & Jensen. 

ENDNOTES:
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Inc. v. Commissioner, 96 F.2d 776 (2nd Cir. 1938) and C.F. Mueller Co. 
v. Commissioner, 190 F.2d 120 (3d Cir. 1951).
2A tour de force on the historical backdrop is found at Michael S. Knoll, 
The UBIT:  Leveling an Uneven Playing Field or Tilting a Level One, 
76 Fordham Law Review, 857, 860-864 (2007). 
3Treas. Reg. § 1.513-1(b) (2017).
4Internal Revenue Code §511(a)(2)(B).
5Internal Revenue Code §115.
6H.R. 1, §5001, 113th Congress.
7How did tax reform legislation both in 2014 and 2017 receive the 
designation H.R. 1?  Coincidence?  No, at the beginning of each 
Congress the leadership of the majority party reserves certain bill 
numbers, usually H.R. 1 through H.R. 10 and S. 1 through S. 10 in the 
Senate, for their future legislative priorities. 
8Fellow NAPPA member Luke Bailey (Strasburger) provided technical 
assistance with this section. 
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The Public School Employees’ Retirement System (“PSERS”) 
administers retirement benefits for public school employees of 
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.1  Pennsylvania courts have 
consistently held that retirement benefits in Pennsylvania are 
deferred compensation for services rendered and the Pennsylvania 
Legislature, therefore, is prohibited from unilaterally and 
adversely altering a PSERS member’s contractual rights to the 
receipt of retirement benefits, which are determined as of the date 
of a membership in PSERS.2 

Nonetheless, in a time rampant with public 
corruption, the Pennsylvania Legislature 
passed the Public Employee Pension Forfeiture 
Act (“Forfeiture Act”) on July 8, 1978 
applicable to all public retirement systems.3  
Despite its title, the Forfeiture Act is not a 
forfeiture statute in the nature of a confiscation 
of property, but a condition precedent.4  The 
Forfeiture Act mandates disqualification of 
retirement benefits when a “public official” 
or “public employee” is “convicted or pleads 
guilty or no defense to any crime related to 
public office or public employment.”5  Thus, 
a member’s eligibility for public retirement 
benefits, in addition to a return of a member’s 
contributions and interest, is contingent upon 
faithful performance of public service without the commission of 
a crime covered by the Forfeiture Act.6 

Constitutional Impairment

When the Forfeiture Act was first enacted, the courts addressed 
whether the Forfeiture Act was an unconstitutional impairment 
of contract and concluded that, prior to the enactment of the 
Forfeiture Act, pension benefit eligibility was dependent solely 
on such things as age, service, and contribution.  The faithful 
servicing of the people, without breaching the public trust or 
committing a crime, was not a part of the implied contract 
for public pension benefits.7  After enactment, however, the 
Forfeiture Act became a part of the employment contract, 
and a condition precedent for the receipt of pension benefits.8  
Thus, the Forfeiture Act does not apply to employees with 
a constitutionally protected contract right to the pre-July 8, 
1978 law, which did not contain an implicit duty of faithful 
performance of a public job as a condition of pension eligibility.9  
To avoid an unconstitutional ex post facto law, the Forfeiture Act 
also does not apply to crimes committed before July 8, 1978, the 
effective date.10 

Notably, the Forfeiture Act itself contains a provision ensuring 
that amendments to it do not apply to members hired before 
the effective date of the amendments unless the member has a 
subsequent change in job status.  The Act provides that each time 
a public employee is elected, appointed, promoted, or otherwise 
changes a job classification, there is a deemed termination and 
renewal of the contract for purposes of the Forfeiture Act.11  A 
promotion, appointment, election, or change in job classification 
is not considered a unilateral change in employment, but rather a 
mutual assent to the change in employment.12 

Forfeitable Offense

As originally enacted, the Forfeiture Act 
focused on crimes such as theft, bribery, 
perjury, obstruction of justice, and official 
oppression.  In 2004, certain sexual crimes 
committed by a “school employee” against 
a student were added as forfeitable crimes.  
To be subject to the Forfeiture Act, “crimes 
related to public office or public employment,” 
however heinous, must have been committed 
by the “public official” or “public employee” by 
virtue of the member’s public position. 

Public Official/Public Employee

The Forfeiture Act defines a “public official” and “public 
employee” together as essentially any member of a public 
pension system in Pennsylvania, such as PSERS: “any 
person who is elected or appointed to any public office 
or employment. . . [T]his term shall include all persons 
who are members of any retirement system funded in 
whole or in part by the Commonwealth or any political 
subdivision.”13 

Crimes Related to Public Office of Public 
Employment

“Crimes related to public office or public employment” is 
defined as the state crimes listed in the statute, provided 
such crimes are “committed by a public official or public 
employee through his public office or position or when his 
public employment places him in a position to commit 
the crime.”14  A crime is related to public employment 
when it is committed through a public position or when 
public employment puts one in a position to commit 
the crime.15  An incidental nexus between the employee’s 

The Pennsylvania Public Employee Pension Forfeiture Act—Forty Years Later
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public position and the commission of the crime, however, 
is not sufficient to establish the necessary connection 
required for forfeiture.16  In other words, a simple “but-
for” analysis will not establish the requisite nexus to a 
member’s public employment without substantial evidence 
of a correlation between the public employment and the 
commission of the crime.17 

A “crime related to public office or public employment” is 
not, however, limited to a criminal act committed in carrying 
out specific duties assigned through public 
office.18  The Forfeiture Act also requires the 
forfeiture of all public pensions held by an 
employee and does not limit its application to 
the pension benefits connected to the public 
employment related to the crime the public 
employee committed.19 

Federal Crimes

In addition to the enumerated state crimes, 
Federal crimes that are “substantially the 
same as” the listed state crimes will also 
subject a member to the Forfeiture Act.20  
Pennsylvania courts compare the elements 
of the crime, the burden of proof, and 
the mens rea in determining whether a 
Federal crime is substantially the same as a forfeitable 
state crime.21  Accordingly, it is the conduct required in 
the statute that is compared when evaluating whether a 
Federal crime is substantially the same as an enumerated 
state crime.22 

Sexual Crimes23 

Effective September 13, 2004, the Forfeiture Act was 
amended to include certain enumerated sexual offenses 
when “committed by a school employee as defined in [the 
Retirement Code] against a student.”24  The forfeitable 
sexual crimes include such crimes as, rape, statutory sexual 
assault, involuntary deviate sexual intercourse, sexual 
assault, institutional sexual assault, aggravated indecent 
assault, indecent assault, and indecent exposure.25 

The amendment unquestionably applies to all PSERS 
members who are “school employees” and who are 
elected, appointed, promoted, or otherwise changed a job 
classification after September 13, 2004, the amendment’s 

effective date.26  “School employees” who began employment 
before the effective date of the 2004 amendment and had 
no promotion or change in job classification after the 
effective date are not subject to forfeiture for any sexual crime 
committed against a student.27 

The Forfeiture Act contains no explicit limitation that 
narrows the scope of the sexual crimes to a school 
employee’s own students.  Nevertheless, a school employee 
is subject to pension forfeiture only when the offense 

was committed either:  (1) through the 
employee’s position; or (2) when the 
employee’s employment placed him in a 
position to commit the crime against the 
student.  Thus, the mere fact that a school 
employee commits a crime against an 
individual under the age of 18 will not be 
sufficient to trigger the forfeiture provisions.  
For example, an employee who commits 
a sex crime against a random student at a 
shopping mall will not subject the employee 
to forfeiture.  A volleyball coach, who is 
a school employee and who commits a 
forfeitable sexual crime against a student of 
another school, will be subject to forfeiture 
if the coach met the student through the 
coach’s position as a volleyball coach. 

Timing of Forfeiture

The Forfeiture Act leaves no discretion to waive forfeiture once 
triggered.  The triggering event is when a member “is convicted 
or pleads guilty or no defense to” a forfeitable crime.28  The 
effective date of forfeiture is the date of conviction or the date 
of guilty plea.  A conviction occurs upon entry of a judgment of 
sentencing, not when a jury returns a verdict.29  A successfully 
completed Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition (“ARD”) 
program does not result in a forfeiture because a conviction is 
removed if ARD is successfully completed. 

Consequence of Forfeiture

Once triggered, any right a member has to receive benefits now 
or in the future is forfeited as of the effective date of forfeiture.  If 
a member should later gain public employment and qualify for 
membership in the retirement system, the service and benefits 
forfeited are ineligible for purchase. 

The Pennsylvania Public Employee Pension Forfeiture Act—Forty Years Later (continued)
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Upon forfeiture, a member’s contributions and interest may be 
paid directly by PSERS to the court for fines and restitution, 
provided a restitution order is issued and served on PSERS.30  
Otherwise, members can race the courts to the pension by 
withdrawing their contributions and interest.  If the convicted 
member does not withdraw the contributions and interest prior 
to forfeiture, then the member is only entitled to a return of 
contributions without interest.31  If a member 
is receiving a monthly annuity, then the benefit 
immediately terminates.  Because the member’s 
right to receive a benefit is forfeited as of the 
effective date of forfeiture, recoupment of 
overpaid annuities may be necessary. 

Conclusion

The courts acknowledge that forfeiture 
provisions are intended to “promote integrity 
in public employment . . . [and] deter acts 
of criminal misconduct.”32  Yet, “forfeitures 
are not favored in the law and are … strictly 
construed,” especially in cases involving 
employee pensions.33  Despite the occasional 
public outcry to expand the scope of the 
Forfeiture Act, no substantive legislative 
change has been made in the last forty years 
other than the inclusion of sexual crimes.  
Nonetheless, any expansion of the Forfeiture Act would not 
apply retroactively or to current members without a change in 
employment to avoid constitutional challenges.34

Jennifer Mills is Deputy Chief Counsel for the Pennsylvania Public 
School Employees’ Retirement System.
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in cases involving employee pensions.33
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In recent years, forced arbitration clauses have swept the nation, 
closing the courthouse doors to countless individuals.  Arbitration 
clauses embedded in all types of consumer and employment 
contracts require disputes to be resolved individually in privatized 
settings chosen by corporate defendants.  Proponents of arbitration 
highlight how arbitration can reduce costs and accelerate dispute 
resolution, as arbitration dispenses with jury trials, certain 
discovery, rules of evidence, and appellate rights.  On the other 
hand, many argue that arbitration also silences 
victims, enables and conceals misconduct, 
and often allows wrongdoers to escape public 
accountability.  The investment community is in 
an uncommon position, as it has, with the help 
of federal regulators, generally maintained its 
access to public courthouses when wronged by the 
corporations in which it invests. 

Recent developments, however, indicate 
that investors may soon face a rising tide of 
mandatory arbitration provisions.  Federal 
regulators, including at the U.S. Securities 
and Exchange Commission, have indicated a 
potential willingness to relax a longstanding 
policy prohibiting mandatory arbitration for securities claims.  The 
investment community should take note of these developments and 
the possibility of rapid adoption of mandatory arbitration and class 
action waiver provisions across the public capital markets.

Investors Have Recovered Billions Litigating 
Securities Claims in Courthouses 

Enforcement of the federal securities laws in public courthouses 
has yielded significant benefits for investors.  Federal securities class 
actions have recovered over $100 billion for defrauded investors 
within the last 20 years alone, including $17 billion in financial 
crisis-era recoveries.  Through waves of corporate misconduct, 
investors have banded together in class action lawsuits and secured 
exponentially greater recoveries for injured investors compared to 
regulatory actions.  Investors have held wrongdoers accountable 
when government regulators failed to take action due to lack of 
resources, interest or expertise.  The U.S. Supreme Court has 
repeatedly noted the essential role that investors play in maintaining 
the integrity of our nation’s securities markets by bringing claims in 
court under the federal securities laws. 

It stands to reason that the return of real money to investors, no 
matter the size of their investment, is only possible when investors 
are able to band together and enforce their rights in the courts.  It is 
well-recognized that when the injured are prohibited from joining 

together, the high costs of litigation mean that far fewer suits are 
pursued.  And when the suits that are brought are adjudicated 
in individual, closed-door proceedings, the public’s awareness 
of unlawful conduct, the law’s deterrence of wrongdoing, and 
investors’ ultimate recoveries are suppressed.  There are serious 
questions about whether, in an arbitration-only world for investors, 
the balance would be tilted in favor of corporate defendants.  Large 
corporations, Wall Street banks, and national accounting firms may 

frequently have far superior resources than public 
investors.  There is a risk that in an arbitration, 
as opposed to a public courthouse, corporate 
defendants could stifle the production of relevant 
evidence, avoid trial by juries, and have their 
liability adjudicated piecemeal in hand-picked 
arbitral tribunals. 

The Potential Effects of Forced 
Arbitration on Securities Laws and 
Capital Markets

For nearly a century, public courthouses have been 
open to hear investors’ federal securities claims 
seeking recovery of assets lost to fraud and other 

forms of corporate misconduct.  Should forced arbitration provisions 
take hold, claims in public courthouses would likely wane, while cases 
brought in private arbitrations would presumably increase (although 
it would be hard to tell because the suits would be confidential).  If 
the arbitration provisions come with class action waivers, “mom 
and pop” investors would effectively lose the critical protections that 
the securities laws provide.  Quite simply, their individual claims 
would be too small to merit assuming the high costs of arbitration, 
particularly against well-heeled corporate interests. 

Institutional investors could also lose out.  Taking on the expenses 
and burdens of arbitration against large corporations would make 
economic sense for only the biggest securities frauds.  Thus, in the 
great majority of cases, institutional investors would also lose an 
efficient and potent vehicle—i.e., collective litigation—to recover 
assets lost to securities fraud.  Even where an institutional investor’s 
exposure is large enough to justify go-it-alone arbitration, the 
institutional investor would be forced to adjudicate its own claims 
with far less ammunition than in court, and in an arbitral forum 
selected by the corporate defendants. 

Companies could also suffer under an arbitration regime.  The 
fractured nature of arbitration—a multiplicity of individual 
pay-as-you-go proceedings asserting the same claims against the 
same parties—would likely amplify the inefficiencies, costs, and 
uncertainties of litigation.  Securities issuers, underwriters, auditors, 

With a Regulatory Shift, Questions Emerge About Investors’ Access to the Courts

By:  Salvatore Graziano, David Kaplan, Tony Gelderman, and Brandon Marsh

Proponents of arbitration highlight 
how arbitration can reduce costs 

and accelerate dispute resolution, as 
arbitration dispenses with jury trials, 
certain discovery, rules of evidence, 

and appellate rights.
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and their officers and directors would lose the guidance that courts 
provide in interpreting and applying the federal securities laws, 
which can be critical as new issues arise and our marketplace evolves.  
By effectively eliminating our nation’s precedential system of justice, 
corporate America could soon find itself in a 
morass of costly arbitrations characterized by 
uncertainty regarding the standards governing 
their disclosure obligations and financial 
liabilities.  This resulting “wild west” scenario 
compares poorly to the streamlined procedure 
of the PSLRA—where a single institutional 
investor leads a consolidated class action 
as lead plaintiff on behalf of all other like 
investors—and highlights how arbitration 
also portends significant disadvantages and 
difficulties for corporations.

Recent Efforts to Promote Mandatory Arbitration
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission has long served as 
a bulwark protecting investors from mandatory arbitration of 
securities claims.  Under a policy that deemed forced arbitration 
and class action bans inconsistent with the federal securities laws, 
the SEC long refused to greenlight IPOs where companies insisted 
on mandatory arbitration bylaws or charter provisions.  The 
SEC successfully persuaded companies to eliminate proposals for 
mandatory arbitration clauses, including in high profile instances 
involving The Carlyle Group, Pfizer, Google and Gannett.  In fact, 
when a major investment advisor attempted to craft its customer 
agreements to bar its clients from joining class actions, the advisor 
retracted the provision after the SEC levied a fine. 

Fast forward to today, the SEC and Treasury Department under 
the Trump administration have signaled a seismic policy shift with 
respect to forced arbitration of investors’ securities fraud claims.  In 
July, SEC Commissioner Michael S. Piwowar made a declaration 
in favor of mandatory arbitration for investors:  “[F]or shareholder 
lawsuits, companies can come to us to ask for relief to put in mandatory 
arbitration into their charters.  I would encourage companies to come 
and talk to us about that.”  Following this invitation, the Treasury 
Department issued a report suggesting that mandatory arbitration 
be used as a tool to suppress shareholder litigation and class actions, 
and recommended that the SEC continue to investigate allowing 
companies to compel shareholders into arbitration. 

These developments have sparked serious concern among 
both current and former SEC Commissioners.  Current SEC 
Commissioner Robert Jackson, Jr., for instance, publicly noted 
that private securities class actions not only vindicate investors, 

but are a necessary and immense help to cash-strapped regulators.  
Highlighting the importance of public proceedings, Commissioner 
Jackson emphasized that “insiders who would cheat investors know 
that, if they’re caught, shareholders can sue—and they’ll have their 

day in court.”  Without federal securities class 
actions, he asked, how much “would Congress 
need to appropriate to make sure we have 
enough resources to do the job?”  Former SEC 
Chairman Harvey Pitt similarly voiced his 
opposition, calling on the agency to put any 
arbitration policy shift “on the back burners” 
due to the SEC’s “limited resources.” 

Faced with such criticism, in February 2018, 
current SEC Chairman Jay Clayton stated in 
Congressional testimony that he personally 
is “not anxious” to change the SEC’s formal 

stance on forced arbitration.  Left unclear by Clayton’s statements, 
however, is whether he would cast a deciding vote in favor of a 
formal policy shift along with the SEC’s two current Republican 
SEC Commissioners (including Commissioner Piwowar; see 
above).  As Senator Elizabeth Warren stated during her questioning 
of Clayton, it stands to reason that Clayton would be “the deciding 
vote” on the issue.  Under intense questioning by Senator Warren, 
Clayton had an opportunity to disavow a shift in SEC policy on 
forced arbitration.  He did not.

The Investment Community’s Options Going Forward

Given the extreme swing in regulatory sentiment, investors may 
wish to take stock of their options.  The SEC may act quickly on a 
policy reversal concerning forced arbitration of securities suits, and 
investors may seek to work collaboratively to protect their interests.  
There are multiple levels on which investors could influence the 
public debate. 

First, investors can directly advocate their position to lawmakers 
and regulators, especially Congress and the SEC.  Such advocacy 
works.  In 2015, institutional investors fought back against a 
Delaware Supreme Court ruling which appeared to endorse 
one-way fee-shifting bylaws designed to discourage shareholder 
litigation.  Investors mounted a coordinated campaign that included 
public letters to Delaware’s Governor, members of the Legislature, 
and shareholder advisory services, among others.  In a clear 
victory for investors, Delaware promptly passed a law prohibiting 
its corporations from adopting such fee-shifting bylaws.  Today, 
investors may wish to proactively coordinate their engagement 
with Congress and the SEC to keep the courthouse doors open to 
investors.

With a Regulatory Shift, Questions Emerge About Investors’ Access to the Courts 
(continued)
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With a Regulatory Shift, Questions 
Emerge About Investors’ Access to the 

Courts (continued)

Second, investors 
can consider 
establishing a 
grassroots campaign 
that draws upon 
both shareholder 
advocacy groups 
and direct 
engagement with 
corporations that 
see investment 
dollars as a powerful 
weapon.  Recently, 
over 225 prominent 
institutional 
investors with more 
than $26 trillion 
in managed assets 
pledged to engage directly with the world’s largest carbon emitting 
companies.  The massive campaign has already persuaded Exxon 
Mobil, ConocoPhillips, and Royal Dutch Shell to develop business 
plans that better address climate change.  With such an approach, 
investors may also have success attempting to preserve their rights to 
pursue securities-fraud recoveries in the courts.

Third, investors can “vote with their assets.”  Last year, pressure from 
the institutional investor community led the top four index fund 
companies—S&P, Dow Jones, MSCI and FTSE Russell—to restrict 
from their flagship indices companies that try to employ multi-class 
stock structures aimed at entrenching insiders and disenfranchising 
public investors.  The investor community could choose to send a 
similarly strong message by refusing to invest in companies that seek 
forced arbitration and class action bans, and by petitioning index 
providers to exclude those companies from their indexes. 

The ongoing debate about arbitration of securities claims is sure 
to expand in the coming months, and will influence whether 
the investment community will continue to be protected from 
the sweep of forced arbitration.  Public pension funds and other 
institutional investors should stay abreast of the latest developments 
in order to help ensure that federal public policy is in line with their 
interests and those of their fiduciaries.

Salvatore Graziano is a Managing Partner in Bernstein Litowitz 
Berger & Grossmann LLP’s New York office.  Tony Gelderman is an 
Attorney at the firm’s New Orleans office.  David Kaplan is a Partner 
in the San Diego office, and Brandon Marsh is Senior Counsel in the 
firm’s San Diego office.

Public pension funds and other
institutional investors should stay abreast of 

the latest developments in order to help ensure 
that federal public policy is in line with their 

interests and those of their fiduciaries.

Mark Your Calendar!

2019 Winter Seminar - Tempe, AZ
Tempe Mission Palms Hotel 

Wednesday, February 20 - Friday, February 22, 2019

2020 Winter Seminar - Tempe, AZ
Tempe Mission Palms Hotel 

Wednesday, February 19 - Friday, February 21, 2020

2019 Legal Education Conference - San Diego, CA
Sheraton San Diego Hotel 

Tuesday, June 25 - Friday, June 28, 2019
New Member Education Sessions on Tuesday, June 25th

2020 Legal Education Conference - Fort Lauderdale, FL
Fort Lauderdale Marriott Harbor Beach Resort 

Tuesday, June 23 - Friday, June 26, 2020
New Member Education Sessions on Tuesday, June 23rd
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Patrick David Redman died on February 13, 2018.  He was an attorney, a father, a 
brother, a friend, and a forty-year resident of Austin.

Born in El Paso on December 22, 1953, to Robert Redman and Isela Romero Redman, 
Patrick immediately acquired the nickname “Patchy.”  Patchy attended Coronado High 
School in El Paso and then, in 1972, enrolled at Rice University in Houston, where he 
majored in philosophy.  He went on to attend the University of Texas School of Law, 
obtaining his J.D. in 1981.  He worked for the Texas Department of Agriculture and 
the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission before becoming general counsel for two 
state senators.  Since 2004, Patrick worked for the Texas County & District Retirement 
System, and was an active member in NAPPA most of that time.  He enjoyed the 
NAPPA meetings where he made friendships with attorneys throughout the country. 

Patchy is survived by his son Phil Redman; his sister and brother-in-law, Kati and 
David Timmons; his nephews Sam Redman and Joseph Timmons; his aunt Ruth Ann 
Williamson; and a host of cousins from Mexico and beyond.  He was predeceased by 
both his parents; his brothers, Bobbo and Micky; and his son Parker Redman. 

In Remembrance of

Patrick David Redman
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NAPPA honors the memory of Greg Smith, who was the Executive Director of the Colorado 
Public Employees’ Retirement Association and member of NAPPA when he died on 
December 12, 2017.
 
Greg was a visionary leader, renowned for his extensive knowledge of the public pension 
industry and his passion for ensuring the retirement security of hundreds of thousands of 
Colorado’s public employees.  He was a long-time supporter of NAPPA and served on the 
Executive Board from 2006-2012 and as President from 2011-2012.  He was a member of 
the Securities Litigation task force, Insurance workgroup, Fiduciary Coverage subcommittee, 
and Chair of the Opt-Out Analysis task force.  His wise counsel and leadership benefitted 
NAPPA immensely on a wide range of legal and policy matters.  Greg was a proud fourth-
generation Coloradan and was a dedicated servant to Colorado PERA and its membership.  
He was recognized nationally for working to protect shareholder rights and hold companies 
accountable through class action lawsuits.  Greg led two of the top 100 largest securities class 
action settlements; Royal Ahold and Oxford Health Plans. 

Prior to working for PERA, Greg was a litigation partner at the Hamilton & Faatz law firm.  
He also served on the boards of the National Institute on Retirement Security, the National 
Council on Teacher Retirement and the Council of Institutional Investors. 

Greg was a mentor to many in the legal and institutional investor community.  He had a 
commanding presence, skillful diplomacy, and a great sense of humor.  He will be greatly missed. 

Greg is survived by his wife, Laura, and his two sons, William and Austin. 

In Remembrance of

Gregory W. Smith
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On September 13, 2017, our NAPPA colleague, Michael V. Toumanoff, passed away after a hard-fought 
and courageous battle with cancer.  Michael will be remembered as a brilliant, warm, insightful, and 
wonderful person, and he will be greatly missed by his colleagues at NAPPA.

Michael was a dedicated member of NAPPA, where he served as lead chair of the Fiduciary and Plan 
Governance Section, as a member of the Executive Board from 2008-2014, and then as a member of the 
NAPPA Emeritus Board.  Michael specialized in advising and representing public retirement systems, 
in California and nationally.  He authored and co-authored formal opinions on many issues concerning 
public pension systems, including, in 1993, the first comprehensive opinion on the then newly-enacted 
Proposition 162 for the State Association of County Retirement Systems (SACRS) regarding the scope of 
public retirement boards’ fiduciary responsibility and independence under Proposition 162’s amendment 
to the California Constitution; the scope of members’ vested constitutional rights in a variety of contexts; 
the financial provisions of state law relating to financing of county retirement systems; benefit issues; and 
conflict issues concerning trustees with conflicting public duties.  In 1999, as counsel for the Pasadena 
Fire & Police Retirement System, he negotiated and drafted a $100 million contribution agreement with 
the City to restore the actuarial soundness of the retirement system.

Friends and colleagues who followed Michael’s struggle with cancer over the last 10 months of his life 
remarked on his strength against all odds and incredible equanimity.  He was an example for all of 
us.  Michael’s friends in the public pension community have responded to the news with great sadness, 
noting what a “kind, warm and compassionate man” he was and expressing their “admiration of him and 
thanking him for being a part of” their lives.

He is survived by his wife, Laura Whitmore, and three daughters, Alexandra, Victoria and Charlotte 
Toumanoff.
 

In Remembrance of

Michael V. Toumanoff 


